Alumni Activity Report

ALUMNI VISITS ON CAMPUS

It has always been a pleasure to welcome Alumni on campus to address the students, give talks, being panelists in Conclaves, being part of the Orientation Programme, for Immersion Courses, as Guest Lectures/Visiting Faculty, being Mentors to the students.

Srikanta Mohapatra, Business Process Re-engineering and Automation, IT & Risk Management and Business Information Systems; Biswaranjan Jena, Business Information Systems; Chittaranjan Jena, IT Strategy Design & Implementation; Biju Joseph Dominic Immersion Course; Subrat Das, Immersion Course; Rajkumar Narashiman Pricing Management Workshop; Amulyadhan Rout, Banking Risk Management, Nitin Goel, Customer Relationship Management; Ranjit Agarwal; Debmallya Chatterjee; Srikant Balasubramanian; Krishanu Chakravarty, Business Head, Olam International; Piyush Kumar Chowhan, Vice President & CIO, Arvind Lifestyle Brands Ltd., on the retail perspective of disruptive innovation; Satyadeep Mishra, Head of HR - Digital Services, Reliance Jio; Prasad Balkundi, Associate Professor, University at Buffalo; Charudatta Panigrahi, Chairman, FIDR; Debamit Mohanty (CEO and founder, StratLytics); Sujit Mahapatra, Founder and Secretary, Bakul Foundation; Vikram Gupta, Founder and Managing Director of IvyCap Ventures Advisors Pvt. Ltd.; Chittaranjan Mohanty- Executive Director, JP Morgan Chase, Richard Lobo, Executive Vice President & Head of Human Resources at Infosys Ltd; Bibaswan Dash, HR Manager, Microsoft India Ltd.; Vijay Sinha, Senior Vice President HR, JSW Energy Ltd.; Rhiju Bhowmick, Global Head, Diversity and Inclusion, Diageo; Pratyush Kumar Panda Head, CSR at ACC Limited; Saurabh Pandey Senior Associate Consultant at Edgewater Systems-immersion course on "Agile Methodology and Project Management"; Janmejaya Mohanty, HDFC Bank Ltd; Itishree Kanungo; Jyoti Ranjan Senapathy; Alok Pattanayak; Pritish Gupta, Chandrasekhar Chitrala, Varun Kandoi, Satya Mohanty, Subrat Mohanty and Debasis Patnaik.

SANIDHYA 2016 (Alumni Meet)

Being one of the premier B-Schools in India, Xavier Institute of Management (XIMB) boasts of a widespread alumni network with its members occupying top positions in the corporate world. Each summer, XIMB community congregates in major cities across the country at Sanidhya – the annual alumni meet conducted by the Alumni Committees of XIMB to celebrate its legacy. It was held at Hyderabad & Chennai on May 7, 2016, at Kolkata on May 14, 2016, at New Delhi on May 21, 2016 at Bengaluru on May 28, 2016, at Mumbai on June 4, 2016 and at Bhubaneswar on November 5, 2016.
Grand Home-Coming of the Silver Jubilee - PGDM

PGDM Batch of 1989-91

PGDM-Evening Batch of 1988-91
Xavier university Bhubaneswar Alumni Association (XUBAA)

The word Alma mater is an allegorical Latin phrase where the word alma means "nourishing/kind", and the word mater "mother".